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THE CHAMBER ENDORSE MR. MAURICIO
CLAVER-CARONE FOR PRESIDENT OF IDB
‘We Need his incredible Leadership to be president of the Inter-American Development Bank, he will
be the perfect selection to reduce poverty in the region and help private sector without hands of the
corrupt governments”: Doug Mayorga’s president of The U.S. Minority Chamber of Commerce.

July 27, 2020. Miami, Florida. The U.S Minority Chamber of Commerce announces an official
support to Mr. Mauricio Claver-Carone, the current head of Western Hemisphere affairs at the
National Security Council of the United States. As a president of the Inter-American Development
Bank, breaking an unwritten agreement and bureaucracy since the bank’s inception in 1959 that
it would be led by an amazing public official of President Donald Trump Administration.
“The Private sector in the region is making a call of the importance to change the administration
of the past behavior, need to breaking with tradition as well as the poor result that in the last 60
years operate IDB , they take advantage of the public funding of the United States”, said, Doug
Mayorga, President and Founder of the U.S. Minority Chamber of Commerce, “ this is a message
to the enemy of the United States Increased, all process and fundament of a new IDB will be under
the U.S. influence over the largest source of development financing for Latin America and the
Caribbean would also give the United States a leg up on China in a part of the world where
Beijing’s economic influence has been rapidly growing”.

At the U.S. MCC we are committed to put a message that the United States will offer significant
resources, funding, and opportunities for the economy in the region under the administration of
Mr. Claver-Coron. The nomination effectively closes the door to several Latin American countries
that planned to nominate their own candidates for the September election to replace Colombian
Luis Alberto Moreno, who has served three five-year terms as bank president. In its 60-year
history, the IDB has had only four presidents, all of them serving multiple terms. But Latin
America and the Caribbean is worse in all aspects.
About the U.S. MCC: The mission is to develop micro-small businesses into leaders through
empowerment, training, and connections with the entrepreneurship spirit of the United States.
Since 2000, the Chamber has actively engaged minority micro-small business owners,
professionals, and policymakers in support of public-policy solutions to facility trade and reduce
poverty in rural and vulnerable communities in Latin America & the Caribbean. The U.S MCC
delivers information, resources and technical assistance to members, partners and customers
continues to drive a strong economy. For information visit www.minoritychamber.net
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